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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the President’s
Corner.
It is July and it is hot, what a
surprise. With this heat, personal
safety and hydration should be at
the top of your health concerns. I
can not say enough about staying hydrated and each of us
know about falling short with this paramount health safety
issue, so stay safe and drink plenty of water.
Each of you should have received the 2015 FABA
Annual Conference schedule by this writing. This
Clinker Breaker also features information on the conference starting on page 6. Kirk and Helen have been
busy getting the conference put together and now it is time
for us to do our parts. First review the schedule of
activities along with the demonstrators and decide on your
activities. As soon as you decide, you submit your
registration form, either on line (the fastest) or mail it to
Gene Kovacs, our Treasurer, to be locked in your class
choices. The reason I am highlighting early registration is
that registration is already in full swing and classes will go
fast. The second thing we all need to do is to get busy and
make those wonderful things that the rest of us cannot live
without. Then bring these beautiful art pieces with you to
the conference and donate them to the auction for the
support of the organization and its activities. The third
thing you should do is participate in the Trade Item
Exchange. This year the exchange item is a Door Knocker.
The trade item exchange is now in its third year and
continues to grow so be part of that growth, make a door
knocker, and join the exchange group.
Your Board Members are volunteers and it is by and
through their individual and collective efforts that this
organization has reached the level it has and will continue
to grow. It is election time again and the Board Positions
that are coming open at the end of this year are listed
below. Your continued support in the filling of these
positions is appreciated. If you have any questions on the
positions please contact me or one of the Board members.

Established May 18, 1985

If you see someone you do not know at one of our
meetings, introduce yourself, extend a hand of welcome
and invite them to pound some iron with you.

Be Safe and Happy Hammering,

John Boy Watson
UPCOMING ELECTIONS
Dear FABA Members,
It is the time for Elections in 5 of our offices. These
offices are as follows:
President ___________________________________
Vice President ______________________________
Secretary __________________________________
Northwest Trustee __________________________
Southwest Trustee __________________________
If you would like to be a candidate in the upcoming
election, please do one of the following:
#1. Send this form back to me with your name written on
the line next to the office for which you wish to be
considered as a candidate.
Gene Kovacs,
FABA Secretary
501 E. 8th Ave
Havana FL 32333
#2. Email me with your intention to run and the office for
which you wish to be considered as a candidate.
gbkovacs@bellsouth.net
#3. Call me at 850-539-2345 and notify me of the office
you would like to be considered for as a candidate.
To give us adequate time to create ballots and get them
sent out, we ask that you notify us of your intent to run for
an office by August 7th, 2015. Ballots will be mailed out
in the September 2015 Clinker Breaker.

Gene Kovacs
Secretary

. . . for whom the BELLS TOLL

WILLIAM
JOHNNY WHITE
It is with great sadness
and grief that we are writing
of the passing of William
Johnny White, known to all
of us as Johnny. Johnny was
born on June 22, 1953 and
passed on April 14, 2015. He
is survived by his wife Susan
and son Alex all of Cairo,
GA.
Johnny was a long term
member of FABA along with Alabama Forges Council,
Southern Bladesmiths, and the South GA Blacksmith
group. He was a highly skillful worker and a generous
giver of his time, knowledge, and blacksmithing
educational research dissemination.
Johnny was a true asset to this organization as well as
to the other organizations. We pray for the sorrows of his
family and we truly will miss his fellowship at our
Northwest meetings.

Charles Perry
(“Hippie”) PATE,
born March 30,
1955, departed the
earthly dimension of
life on Saturday,
June 13, 2015. He
was, for several
years, a member of
the FABA and an
(Phil Hughes and Hippie building a gate.)
excellent Blacksmith. He was a Structural Iron Worker in
the Daytona Beach area. He was very skilled in unassisted
free climbing steel structures, which he welded together.
Because of this skill his wife, Nellie, lovingly called him
her “monkey”. Charles and Nellie Moriarty were married
for thirty years.
In accordance with Hippie’s wishes, there will be no
funeral formalities because he requested that his remains
be donated to medical research. However, Nellie does
want FABA to honor Hippie with a memorial service at
our October Annual Conference.

- Submitted by Clyde Payton

“Mrs. Hippie” is forever grateful for all Blacksmiths
that shared, foremost for Hippie, knowledge and
fellowship and with his journey the beautiful, unique art
pieces added to our lives.
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
For all that loved him, he chose to Forge on living
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of
rather than go to Doctors many years back. My attendFlorida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
ance at several meetings helped me realize why he desired
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical
to Forge On, the unique love amidst this art group.
blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this
He fought the good fight with only one week unable to
craft. FABA Officers and members assume no
go outside, one day bedridden, and one being the next day
responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as a carried away, exactly what he hoped for.
result of the use of any information, materials, design,
With the acceptance of generous gifts from
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
Blacksmiths, I was informed that the time of your prayer
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
was almost simultaneous to his final breath. A most great
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
final blessing, your prayer allowed him to soar.

John Boy Watson and Billy Christie

Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker
Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes a
subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid
articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes. Send
to: editor@blacksmithing.org Materials submitted must be
your own work and citations of others must be clearly
identified. By submitting material, you are allowing
FABA to edit, print and post them to FABA’s website.
ABANA Chapter newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted
material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.
You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted
material unless otherwise noted.

Nellie “Mrs. Hippie”
I, Mel Wilber, visited Hippie several times during his
illness. He was always positive in his conversation with me
about life and our experiences with work and blacksmithing. We would sit out in his shop or home and discuss
some ideas or technique. He would make drawings with
soap stone markers on the floor showing the drawings he
was describing. During the cool days he would light the
forge for a little warmth, maybe symbolic of his love for
blacksmithing. His life ended with grace and dignity,
never a discouraging comment. The visits were my
pleasure. Thanks to you Hippie.

Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Bob Jacoby
John Pfund
Shaun Williams
Lisa Anne Conner

NE Aug 1, Pioneer Art Settlement,
Barberville.

904-613-2626
850-528-3280
954-274-4119
813-505-8041

bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
johnwpfund@aol.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

NW Aug 8, Tallahassee Museum

SW Statewide Regional Meeting
Aug 22, Tandova, Inc. Tampa,
813-505-8041

SE Aug 15, Shaun William’s Dark Angel
Armory and Forge
,
Dark Angel Armory & Forge,
2600 Hammondville Rd., Bay 20,
Pompano Beach, 954-274-4119
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REGIONAL REPORTS
SW - August Statewide Regional
Meeting, hosted by Lisa Anne Conner,
Lash Oberst and Tandy Ecenia, will be
Saturday August 22 at Tandova, Inc.
6010 North Armenia Avenue, Tampa, 9 am until 4 pm.
Demonstrator will be Steve Estenson. Family crafts to
include fiber arts, lampworking (aka glass bead-making),
jewelry making and more. Potluck luncheon. Beverages
supplied. Open forges all day. Tailgate sales. Iron in the
hat raffle. Come on down, this is a great event.

Lisa Anne Conner
NW - June Meeting
Hello from the NW region. Our June meeting was a tong
making workshop at Mike Bettinger’s welding shop in
Tallahassee. I brought some anvils and forges to go along with
the ones Mike already had so 10 people could work on their
tongs at the same time. Mike has a great shop for any kind of
meeting, but especially for a workshop where a lot of room is
needed. It was a big success! I think everyone who participated
learned a lot and the audience enjoyed watching it happen.
Like anything I plan for and participate in, there are always
a couple of things that I wish I had thought of or done
differently, and this was no exception. First, I wish I had taken
time to start the forges ahead
of time and had good hot
fires going when people
started working. One of the
most common mistakes
everyone seems to make is to
try to work iron that is not
properly heated. I know I do!
Not having the metal hot
enough really makes the
work harder and It's already
hard enough when you're
trying to learn something new.
(Axe by Johnny White)
The second thing I regret is not giving out name tags to
everyone participating in the workshop. It seemed to me that
most of the people in the workshop were people whose names I
didn't know and I still don't. If everyone had name tags on
while we were working, I think I would have learned and
remember most of them. I really regret this! If YOU
participated in the workshop, please let me know next time you
see me. Tell me your name and how you liked (or didn't like)
the workshop. How did your tongs come out and do you use
them? I know we were enjoying ourselves because they had to
make us stop for lunch!
As far as I know FABA doesn't make any claim to be a
spiritual group, but something happened at the meeting that
convinced me that we are. When we stopped for lunch, Jim
Croft led us in a prayer for our beloved member Charles
(Hippie) Pate. Hippie was dying from a terminal illness and Jim

asked us to pray for him and
take up a collection to help
Nell. We passed around a
basket during the Iron in the
Hat raffle and were in the
middle of lunch when we
got the call that Hippie had
passed, right about the time
we were praying for him! It
felt like a miracle had happened (Flower by Hippie)
and we were all part of it. Our prayers had helped Hippie make
the transition and it felt good and right that we did. I will
remember the moment and the feelings it brought as I
remember Hippie and am grateful to have known him.
After the lunch (by the way, the chicken was really good!)
Mike let us stay and go back to work to finish our tongs. Many
thanks to Mike and everyone else who helps to make our
meetings and club a success.
Our August meeting will be at The Tallahassee Museum
(The ex-Jr. Museum). Mike Murphy is our long time volunteer
there and Nick Yarbrough and Scott Purvis are newer
volunteers. I've asked Nick and Scott to demonstrate for us so
Murph can relax and enjoy the show with the rest of us. They're
going to make a woodworking tool. There will be coffee and
doughnuts provided by FABA when we get started at 9:00. The
Museum has waived the entrance fee for FABA members and
guests. We are going to buy our own lunches individually from
their Cafe to help out the Museum and save having to bring or
make our own, so don't bring any food this time. Just bring
your lunch money and don't forget to bring something for the
Iron in the Hat. Hope to see you there!

John Pfund
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in Torreselle, Italy. I also spent an equally wonderful day
visiting with master Hungarian artist blacksmith Zsolt Keki
in Hajdunanas, Hungary. I will write about my travels and
experiences with these master blacksmiths in next month’s
Clinker Breaker.
The SE Region is working diligently on next year’s
Southeast Region Statewide Conference, tentatively
scheduled for February 19-21. We approached John Gruber
(Dillon Luke’s Cable Knife)
about doing an armor making class at the conference and
NE - July Meeting
he is interested. John also graciously invited the SE Region
The NE Region July meeting in Barberville was well
to hold our July 18, 2015 meeting at his shop, The Surly
attended. The indoor forges were manned by Bennett Gilliam
Anvil in Tavernier. Everyone has been very impressed with
and Caleb Dees. Caleb and Bennett both demonstrated and
worked with new members. Bob Brown smoked 30 pounds of John’s work and I’m sure we’re all excited to get down to
his shop and see him in action live.
chicken for lunch which was almost entirely consumed!
Look us up and request an invite at Florida Artist
Ronnie Fowler
Blacksmith Association Southeast Region on Facebook. I
brought along a
Chinese hand
try to post helpful tutorials, vendor information and other
cannon that he
valuable blacksmithing resources there. I look forward to
forged after seeing
hearing from all of you.
one on television Our August Southeast Region meeting will be held at
he's test fired it and
my shop, Dark Angel Armory and Forge in Pompano
reports that it works
Beach, on August 15th, starting at 9 am. In the interest of
extremely well!
Dillion Luke brought (When you try this at home, take pictures!) encouraging more Southeast Region members to obtain
their journeyman blacksmith certification, we will continue
along his most recent project - a cable knife, an outstanding
working on designing and building demonstration grills,
example of his craftsmanship.
FABA's webmaster, Michael Kummer, attended. Michael focusing more on joinery techniques.
We will do a potluck lunch. To avoid duplication,
has some new ideas to keep our website blacksmithing.org
functioning efficiently and creating a system that is easily
check the sign up list on the SE Region Facebook page. We
accessible for our members - building on Steve Bloom's
will also be doing an "Iron in the Hat." Please bring any
outstanding work.
items that you would like to donate. The funds raised from
Welcome new members Gerald Walrath, David McHone,
Iron in the Hat go towards supporting the SE Region.
Jay Mehegan, Daniel Zetrauer, David Hoyt, & Nathan
Navarro. Given the number of new members, we're going to
have a series of small projects to make sure that we've got
Shaun Williams
interesting things for new smiths to forge. Additionally, I'm
creating a list of local teaching resources for those interested in
FOR SALE
more formal instruction.
The August meeting will be held in Barberville on the first
Saturday of the month starting at 9:00 AM.
I am selling the contents of my Tampa shop, includes:

Bob Jacoby
SE - June Meeting
Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for
another monthly regional report. Our June Southeast
Region monthly meeting was held at Tanah Keeta Boy
Scout Reservation in Jupiter. In accordance with the
Southeast Region’s push to get as many members as
possible certified as journeyman, the June meeting focused
on the completion of a blacksmith’s demonstration grill.
I spent thirteen days in June in Europe, visiting
Portugal, Hungary, Austria, Italy and Germany. I had the
tremendous pleasure of spending the 9th of June visiting
and working with master artist blacksmith Claudio Bottero

2 burner forge, 2 anvils, 30 hammers, oxy acc rig with
Dillon torch, extra bottles, 2 ft box brake (old), south
bend lathe-miller, pocket welder (110) ring roller small,
tubing and flat stock, bender bench, mounted new 10"
disc sander, new 25 ton hydro press, 3 small 10 ton
presses, many taps and dies, 5" small grinders, 1 large
grinder, tig set up for scratch with bottle and gauge, 5
small act bottles, drifts, chisels, punches, grinding wheels,
two new extra burners, 2 new pressure gauges, 2 tool
boxes with misc. lathe stuff, craftsman 10 long tool box
100"s of drill bits, large pedestal grinder and more.
Please call 813-831-0454, or email
stiffsilversmith@aol.com.

Dennis Stiffler

From the Program Chair:
You should have gotten your Annual Conference brochure by now, if not, see the Conference highlights below.
Conference registration went live on July 1 and we're already doing a brisk business of signups! Thanks to Gene
Kovaks for working so hard on the online registration at fabaconference.org ! Shiloh Thomas contributed our slogan
for this year, "Lighting New Forges with an Ancient Fire." That slogan highlights our goal and desire in FABA to
teach our craft to new generations of smiths.
Along with our regular slate of basic blacksmithing classes, where you can learn the basic processes of smithing, we
also have some pretty cool special classes. The last two years all classes have sold out, so be sure to register early!

Kirk Sullens

DEMONSTRATORS:
Brett Moten owns and operates Infinity Forge in Reno, Nevada,
where he transforms metals using machines, tools, and a variety of
forging techniques, allowing limitless artistic expression. Brett’s demo
will focus on joinery, using some specific examples fro a recent
project done in the Adirondack Style.

Alice James is a studio artist. She started Metalsmithing at
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale in 1986 where she was
enrolled as a Fine Arts Major. Iron is the art medium which speaks the
truest story in her work, by demanding clean craftsmanship and clear
ideas. Her work on an intimate level is about the relationship of nature
and architecture.

Hank Knickmeyer says: “I use the knife’s function and
association as a point of entry into the work. Once in the work I
have a choice of direction. Sometimes I’m led by materials,
sometimes by ideas, sometimes I wander. At the moment, I’m
fascinated by the problems of developing essentially decorative
designs (in the steel) into a more complex, almost narrative,
imagery and integrating that imagery into the sculptural context of
the knife.”

Specialty Blacksmithing Classes at the Conference
Alice James–Changing Dimension: An intensive and fun forging class in the morning of the first day of the
conference. We will not be making specific works, but working through ideas and skills. Focused at the forge with the
hammer and anvil, my primary goal is to teach you some ways to dramatically change the dimension of your material
while forging without relying on a power hammer. It will be helpful if you already have experience in Forgewelding,
but you don’t need mastery of it. Prerequisites: This is an “intermediate” level class. This class is NOT appropriate for
students who are forging for the first time this weekend. Students are required to already know and be able to execute basic
forging skills, maintain a coal fire, and know blacksmithing safety precautions.

Friday Morning, 9-12. Class Fee $50
Team Striking: Team striking involves the use of one or more assistants/apprentices,
whose job it is to swing a large sledgehammer in heavy forging operations, as directed by the
blacksmith. In practice, the blacksmith would hold the hot iron at the anvil in one hand, and
indicate where the iron is to be struck, when to start, when to stop and how hard to strike by
indicating with various signals given with a small hammer held in the other hand. The striker
would then deliver the appropriate blow with the sledgehammer where indicated. This class
will cover the striking signals, timing, proper hammer hold, posture and technique to avoid
fatigue and injury. Students will be working in teams, alternating roles as master and striker,
focusing on the fabrication of a hardy tool from tool steel. Prerequisites: This is an
“intermediate” level class. It is NOT appropriate for students who are forging for the first time this weekend. Students are required to
already know and be able to execute basic forging skills, maintain a coal fire, and know blacksmithing safety precautions.

Friday Afternoon. Class Fee $40
Make A Broom: Jeff Mohr will lead 8 students through the complete process of making a broom
suitable for a fire-tool set. The class will begin by forging a handle, then settle in to tie on the broom
bristles. This class may be shared by two people, with one forging the handle and the other tying the
broom bristles.
Prerequisites: A working knowledge of the skills covered in Basic Blacksmithing #1 and #2 is needed to forge the
handle. No prior experience required for tying bristles.

Saturday Morning. Class Fee $50
Hammered Aluminum Jewelry: Learn to sculpt this lightweight and beautiful material into
one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces. Students will design and create their own unique pieces of
aluminum jewelry by cutting, hammering, texturing, fold forming, and punching cold
aluminum. Students may expect to leave with 1 to 2 finished pendant and earring sets. This
class offers a fire-free environment for participants to practice design and hammering
techniques on small, malleable, metal projects. Students as young as 14 are welcome without
adult supervision; students ages 8-14 may attend with an adult present.
Prerequisites: None. Saturday Morning. Class Fee $40
Forging Aluminum: Does forging in the Florida heat get to be too much sometimes? Is steel just too heavy and hard?
Come give aluminum a try! This light weight, soft, and versatile metal can be forged both hot and cold. Join us as we
forge with aluminum and learn to tell when it’s hot despite it not changing color like steel, when it’s been work
hardened, and what alloys forge the best. Students may expect to leave with a small finished piece of their own design.
Prerequisites: A working knowledge of the skills covered in Basic Blacksmithing #1 and #2.

Saturday Afternoon. Class Fee $40
Make a Blacksmith’s Knife: Come forge a Blacksmith’s Knife with us in this class.
Students will learn about forging a tapered edge, efficiently drawing out material, and how to
harden and temper a knife blade. Simple twisting will be used to make the handle. Students
may expect to leave with one knife, ready to be sharpened (on their own, at home).
Prerequisites: This is an “intermediate” level class. This class is NOT appropriate for students who are forging for the first time this
weekend. Students are required to already know and be able to execute basic forging skills, maintain a coal fire, and know
blacksmithing safety precautions. Sunday Morning. Class Fee $40

Conference Events
Schedule of Events &
Activities
Thursday October 8
10 AM - ??
Setup
2 PM - 5 PM
Registration booth open for pickup
of pre-registrations only
Friday October 9
8 AM - 12 PM Setup continues
8 AM - 12 PM Specialty Class
8 AM - 12 PM Blacksmithing Classes
12 PM - 1 PM
1 PM

Lunch Break
Conference Officially Begins

1 PM - 5 PM

Blacksmithing and Bladesmithing
Demonstrations
Blacksmithing Classes
Open Forges

1 PM - 5 PM
1 PM - 5 PM

5 PM - 7 PM
Dinner Break- poolside svc available
5:30 PM -6:30 PM FABA Board of Directors Meeting
- Hotel Restaurant
7 PM??
Forging Contests
Saturday October 10
8 AM- 12 PM Blacksmithing and Bladesmithing
Demonstrations
8 AM- 12 PM Blacksmithing Classes
10 AM- 12 PM Open Forges
12 PM- 12:30 PM Lunch Break
12:30 PM- 1 PM Iron in the Hat
1 PM - 5 PM
1 PM - 5 PM
1 PM - 5 PM
2 PM - 4 PM

Blacksmithing and Bladesmithing
Demonstrations
Blacksmithing Classes
Open Forges
The Business of Blacksmithing - A
Panel Discussion

5 PM - 6 PM

FABA General Membership &
Memorial - Trade Item Exchange
6 PM
Banquet Dinner
6:30 PM - 7 PM Auction Preview (public admitted)
7 PM ??
Auction (public admitted)
Sunday October 11
8 AM - 12 PM Blacksmithing and Bladesmithing
Demonstrations
8 AM - 12 PM Blacksmithing Classes
12 PM - 1 PM Iron in the Hat (if sufficient donation)
1 PM
Conference Closes
1 PM - Finished Tear down, pack up & clean site

Auction
The Saturday night Conference Auction is FABA’s main
fundraiser for the scholarship fund. Tim Ryan will be back as
our auctioneer. Whether you’re a novice on an experienced
smith, we ask each of you to consider donating at least one
piece of your work to the auction. Big, small, simple, elaborate
- we need it all.

Trade Item Exchange
At the 2013 conference, FABA began the tradition of a
Trade Item Exchange. The trade item is chosen by the
conference chair and it is announced ahead of the conference.
Anyone interested can then make the item, interpreting it
through their own imaginations and skll sets. The participants
bring their item to the conference, where all trade items will be
displayed. The names of all the participants will be placed in a
“hat” and each will draw a name. Each participant then gets to
take the item made by the person whose name they drew.
The 2015 Trade Item is a Door Knocker. The possibilities
are endless - from a simple means of announcing visitors to an
elaborate decoration. We look forward to seeing what each of
you makes.

Iron in the Hat
One blacksmith’s trash is another blacksmith’s treasure!
Iron in the hat is a raffle of donated items. Often the items are
things that one is tired of looking at - a nything from antique
steam engine gauges to pieces of saw blade and wrought iron.
Blacksmith related books, CDs and other items are welcome.
Tickets are $1 each, 6 for $5 or 15 for $10.

Vendors and Tailgaters
Save your nickels and dimes; you’re guaranteed to find
things you just can’t go home without at the conference
vendors and tailgate sales.

FABA Oral History Project
FABA members are invited to record their blacksmithing
memories with a friend or loved one or with FABA historians.
Young or old, great endeavors or small, take the time to bring
FABA to life. Opportunities for up to one-hour interview will
be available Friday afternoon, all day Saturday and Sunday
morning. Schedule an interview with David Reddy at
editor@blacksmithing.org or 813-875-2098.

Safety and Other Important Information
Safety is a concern when dealing with metal, often in
excess of 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. No synthetic fiber
clothing - wear natural fibers only! Cotton shirt and jeans
are recommended. Closed toe shoes are required; we
recommend high top boots. A hat or a bandana to hold up
long hair and keep the soot off your head is desirable.
Gloves and a leather or heavy canvas apron are optional
depending on personal preference. Earplugs are highly
recommended.

Safety glasses are required at all
times in the forging areas.

FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
2015 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
(Online Registration and Conference Information available at www.FABAConference.org)

PRIMARY REGISTRANT NAME:
FAMILY MEMBER NAMES:
ADDRESS:
CITY, STATE, ZIP
PHONE

EMAIL

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION: (One registration covers all members of a family)
FABA Member, Full Weekend

$45

Non-Member, Full Weekend

$65

FABA Member, One Day

□ Friday □ Saturday □ Sunday

$30

Non‐Member, One Day

□ Friday □ Saturday □ Sunday

$40

Late Registration, Add Fee After Sept 18

Weekend $20/ Day $10

Join/renew FABA 1 yr Membership
Saturday Night Banquet

$25

($18 before Sept 18, $20 after)

Conference Tee Shirt (specify size)
Unisex: □ Sm □ Med □ Lg □ XL □ 2XL □ 3XL (+ $2)

how many?

x

$18 / 20

how many?

x

$20

Ladies: □ Sm □ Med □ Lg □ XL □ 2XL(+$2)

CLASSES:
Alice James Class (Friday am)

student name:

x

$50

Team Striking (Friday pm)

student name:

x

$40

Hammered Jewelry (Saturday am)

student name:

x

$40

Make a Broom (Saturday am)

student name:

x

$50

Aluminum Forging (Saturday pm)

student name:

x

$40

Blacksmith's Knife (Sunday am)

student name:

x

$40

FRI AM……………..Basic #1

student name:

x

$30

FRI AM….Knock Rust Off

student name:

x

$30

FRI PM……………..Basic#1

student name:

x

$30

FRI PM……………..Basic#2

student name:

x

$30

SAT AM…………….Basic#1

student name:

x

$30

SAT AM…………….Basic#3

student name:

x

$30

SAT PM…………….Basic#2

student name:

x

$30

SAT PM…………….Basic#4

student name:

x

$30

SUN AM……………Basic#3

student name:

x

$30

SUN AM……………Basic#5

student name:

x

$30

Basic Blacksmithing Classes (select below)

TOTAL:

$

Mail this form and a check/money order to: Gene Kovacs, FABA Conference Registrar, 501 E 8th Ave, Havana FL 32333

Review: ‘Beauty in the Shadows:
Wrought Iron in the Washington National Cathedral’

By Dennis Drabelle January 9, 2015
It’s fitting that much of the ironwork in the National Cathedral was supplied by a Philadelphia
blacksmith shop: Samuel Yellin’s. To this day, downtown Philadelphia is a showcase of wrought iron,
especially visible on the gates to residential gardens. And gates figure prominently in the tour of
Washington’s National Cathedral provided by “Beauty in the Shadows,” a large, beautifully illustrated
book by Nol Putnam. Color photographs, mostly by Christopher Budny and James Pittman, highlight
the extraordinary detail on Coonley Gate, Moe Gate, Blakeslee Gate and Monk’s Gate, to name just a
few. Many of these gates have their own locks and lockboxes, the creation of which was a rite of
passage. As the text notes, “Since medieval times and the establishment of blacksmith guilds, the
graduation of a journeyman [blacksmith] to a master consisted of the design and creation of a lock and
lockbox.” The book’s preface reminds us of the elaborate process leading up to the point where a
journeyman is deemed ready to tackle a lock/lockbox combination: “Today the French apprentice
program lasts six years, the German four.”
Most of the ironwork in the cathedral, which is also called the Cathedral Church of Saint Peter and
Saint Paul, was done the old-fashioned way, with an anvil, but an exception is the Godart Gate, which
features clusters of grapes and multiple leaves on vines. Traditionalists have sniffed at the use of what
the text calls “the dreaded welding torch” to create Godart, but in this case, it’s hard not to concede
that the flamboyant result has justified the means.
My favorite caption in the book comes in a section called “The Ironwork: Details.” “Iron, when hot, is
a plastic material,” the caption says — above the photograph of a section of Moe Gate in which a
convoluted iron bar looks like a poured strand of metallic taffy.

The DVD, Beauty in the Shadows: An Illustrated Inventory of Wrought Iron in the Washington National
Cathedral, is now produced and available for purchase. The description on the back of the sleeve
sums it up concisely:
“This disc is intended to complement “Beauty in the Shadows”, a recently published book by Nol
Putnam. The book is a work of art; a journey through the cathedral conducted by master blacksmith
Nol Putnam. The photography is superb and the text captures the essence of the art form as only a
master of the trade with a talent for writing could do. It includes major works and a sampling of detail.
From the early stages of planning the book it was intended to have a CD-based complete illustrated
inventory, including the major gates and grilles with more detail, and all the railings, door hardware,
light fixtures, statues and plaques. It includes all metals, distinguishing those that are wrought iron. Sit
back and enjoy the wrought iron of the cathedral from the most magnificent gates to the most humble
hinge strap or railing in 2,284 photos.”
James Pittman is a retired physician who provided both general and
specialty tours at the cathedral for ten years. Over these years he has
been photographing every aspect of the cathedral art. The original
intention was to have better resource material available to his fellow
docents. He has produced a book and CD on the 721 carved boss stones,
a CD based atlas of the stained glass windows, a CD based virtual tour of
the cathedral, and several virtual specialty tours, none published for sale
to the public. The wrought iron DVD has been five years in the planning
and production, and is available for $25.00 from Dr. Pittman, 6824 Derby
Run Way, Gainesville, VA 20155, or on Amazon at:
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&fieldkeywords=Beauty%20in%20the%20Shadows%20Pittman
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